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Part A
Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (1–35): For each statement or question, write on the separate answer sheet the number of the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the question.

1 A rock falls from rest off a high cliff. How far has the rock fallen when its speed is 39.2 meters per second? [Neglect friction.]
   (1) 19.6 m  (3) 78.3 m
   (2) 44.1 m  (4) 123 m

2 A rocket initially at rest on the ground lifts off vertically with a constant acceleration of \(2.0 \times 10^1\) meters per second\(^2\). How long will it take the rocket to reach an altitude of \(9.0 \times 10^3\) meters?
   (1) \(3.0 \times 10^1\) s  (3) \(4.5 \times 10^2\) s
   (2) \(4.3 \times 10^1\) s  (4) \(9.0 \times 10^2\) s

3 The diagram below represents a force vector, \(A\), and a resultant vector, \(R\).

Which force vector \(B\) below could be added to force vector \(A\) to produce resultant vector \(R\)?

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
B & B & B & B \\
(1) & (2) & (3) & (4)
\end{array}\]

4 A golf ball is propelled with an initial velocity of 60. meters per second at 37° above the horizontal. The horizontal component of the golf ball’s initial velocity is
   (1) 30. m/s  (3) 40. m/s
   (2) 36 m/s  (4) 48 m/s

5 Which object has the greatest inertia?
   (1) a 1.0-kilogram object moving at 15 meters per second
   (2) a 5.0-kilogram object at rest
   (3) a 10.-kilogram object moving at 2.0 meters per second
   (4) a 15-kilogram object at rest

6 A 3-newton force and a 4-newton force are acting concurrently on a point. Which force could not produce equilibrium with these two forces?
   (1) 1 N  (3) 9 N
   (2) 7 N  (4) 4 N

Base your answers to questions 7 and 8 on the information and diagram below.

The diagram shows the top view of a 65-kilogram student at point \(A\) on an amusement park ride. The ride spins the student in a horizontal circle of radius 2.5 meters, at a constant speed of 8.6 meters per second. The floor is lowered and the student remains against the wall without falling to the floor.

7 Which vector best represents the direction of the centripetal acceleration of the student at point \(A\)?

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{(1)} & \text{(2)} & \text{(3)} & \text{(4)}
\end{array}\]

8 The magnitude of the centripetal force acting on the student at point \(A\) is approximately
   (1) \(1.2 \times 10^4\) N  (3) \(2.2 \times 10^2\) N
   (2) \(1.9 \times 10^3\) N  (4) \(3.0 \times 10^1\) N
9 A 60-kilogram student jumps down from a laboratory counter. At the instant he lands on the floor his speed is 3 meters per second. If the student stops in 0.2 second, what is the average force of the floor on the student?

(1) $1 \times 10^{-2}$ N
(2) $1 \times 10^2$ N
(3) $9 \times 10^2$ N
(4) 4 N

10 A positively charged glass rod attracts object X. The net charge of object X

(1) may be zero or negative
(2) may be zero or positive
(3) must be negative
(4) must be positive

11 Which diagram best represents the gravitational field lines surrounding Earth?

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

12 A 2.0-kilogram block sliding down a ramp from a height of 3.0 meters above the ground reaches the ground with a kinetic energy of 50 joules. The total work done by friction on the block as it slides down the ramp is approximately

(1) 6 J
(2) 9 J
(3) 18 J
(4) 44 J

13 A person weighing $6.0 \times 10^2$ newtons rides an elevator upward at an average speed of 3.0 meters per second for 5.0 seconds. How much does this person’s gravitational potential energy increase as a result of this ride?

(1) $3.6 \times 10^2$ J
(2) $1.8 \times 10^3$ J
(3) $3.0 \times 10^3$ J
(4) $9.0 \times 10^3$ J

14 The potential energy stored in a compressed spring is to the change in the spring's length as the kinetic energy of a moving body is to the body's

(1) speed
(2) mass
(3) radius
(4) acceleration

Note that question 15 has only three choices.

15 The diagram below shows an ideal simple pendulum.

As the pendulum swings from position A to position B, what happens to its total mechanical energy? [Neglect friction.]

(1) It decreases.
(2) It increases.
(3) It remains the same.

16 During an emergency stop, a $1.5 \times 10^3$-kilogram car lost a total of $3.0 \times 10^5$ joules of kinetic energy. What was the speed of the car at the moment the brakes were applied?

(1) 10. m/s
(2) 14 m/s
(3) 20. m/s
(4) 25 m/s

17 Radio waves are propagated through the interaction of

(1) nuclear and electric fields
(2) electric and magnetic fields
(3) gravitational and magnetic fields
(4) gravitational and electric fields
18 What is the resistance at 20.°C of a 2.0-meter length of tungsten wire with a cross-sectional area of 7.9 \times 10^{-7} \text{ meter}^2? 

(1) 5.7 \times 10^{-1} \Omega 
(2) 1.4 \times 10^{-1} \Omega 
(3) 7.1 \times 10^{-2} \Omega 
(4) 4.0 \times 10^{-2} \Omega 

19 A 6.0-ohm resistor that obeys Ohm’s Law is connected to a source of variable potential difference. When the applied voltage is decreased from 12 V to 6.0 V, the current passing through the resistor 

(1) remains the same 
(2) is doubled 
(3) is halved 
(4) is quadrupled 

20 In which circuit represented below are meters properly connected to measure the current through resistor $R_1$ and the potential difference across resistor $R_2$?

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

21 Two identical resistors connected in series have an equivalent resistance of 4 ohms. The same two resistors, when connected in parallel, have an equivalent resistance of 

(1) 1 \Omega 
(2) 2 \Omega 
(3) 8 \Omega 
(4) 4 \Omega 

22 A 50-watt lightbulb and a 100-watt lightbulb are each operated at 110 volts. Compared to the resistance of the 50-watt bulb, the resistance of the 100-watt bulb is 

(1) half as great 
(2) twice as great 
(3) one-fourth as great 
(4) four times as great 

23 A device operating at a potential difference of 1.5 volts draws a current of 0.20 ampere. How much energy is used by the device in 60. seconds? 

(1) 4.5 J 
(2) 8.0 J 
(3) 12 J 
(4) 18 J 

24 As the number of resistors in a parallel circuit is increased, what happens to the equivalent resistance of the circuit and total current in the circuit? 

(1) Both equivalent resistance and total current decrease. 
(2) Both equivalent resistance and total current increase. 
(3) Equivalent resistance decreases and total current increases. 
(4) Equivalent resistance increases and total current decreases. 

25 The energy of a sound wave is most closely related to its 

(1) period 
(2) amplitude 
(3) frequency 
(4) wavelength 

26 A person observes a fireworks display from a safe distance of 0.750 kilometer. Assuming that sound travels at 340. meters per second in air, what is the time between the person seeing and hearing a fireworks explosion? 

(1) 0.453 s 
(2) 2.21 s 
(3) 410. s 
(4) 2.55 \times 10^5 s 

27 Electromagnetic radiation having a wavelength of 1.3 \times 10^{-7} \text{ meter would be classified as} 

(1) infrared 
(2) orange 
(3) blue 
(4) ultraviolet
28 The diagram below represents straight wave fronts passing from deep water into shallow water, with a change in speed and direction.

Which phenomenon is illustrated in the diagram?

(1) reflection  (2) refraction  (3) diffraction  (4) interference

29 Which diagram best represents the path taken by a ray of monochromatic light as it passes from air through the materials shown?
30 What is the speed of a ray of light (f = 5.09 \times 10^{14} \text{ hertz}) traveling through a block of sodium chloride?

(1) 1.54 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s} \quad (3) 3.00 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s}
(2) 1.95 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s} \quad (4) 4.62 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s}

31 A girl on a swing may increase the amplitude of the swing’s oscillations if she moves her legs at the natural frequency of the swing. This is an example of

(1) the Doppler effect
(2) destructive interference
(3) wave transmission
(4) resonance

32 Two waves traveling in the same medium and having the same wavelength (\lambda) interfere to create a standing wave. What is the distance between two consecutive nodes on this standing wave?

(1) \lambda \quad (3) \frac{\lambda}{2}
(2) \frac{3\lambda}{4} \quad (4) \frac{\lambda}{4}

33 An earthquake wave is traveling from west to east through rock. If the particles of the rock are vibrating in a north-south direction, the wave must be classified as

(1) transverse \quad (3) a microwave
(2) longitudinal \quad (4) a radio wave

34 A top quark has an approximate charge of

(1) -1.07 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C} \quad (3) +1.07 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C}
(2) -2.40 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C} \quad (4) +2.40 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C}

35 A tritium nucleus is formed by combining two neutrons and a proton. The mass of this nucleus is 9.106 \times 10^{-3} \text{ universal mass unit} less than the combined mass of the particles from which it is formed. Approximately how much energy is released when this nucleus is formed?

(1) 8.48 \times 10^{-2} \text{ MeV} \quad (3) 8.48 \text{ MeV}
(2) 2.73 \text{ MeV} \quad (4) 273 \text{ MeV}
Part B–1

Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (36–51): For each statement or question, write on the separate answer sheet the number of the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the question.

36 The length of a dollar bill is approximately
(1) $1.5 \times 10^{-2}$ m (3) $1.5 \times 10^{1}$ m
(2) $1.5 \times 10^{-1}$ m (4) $1.5 \times 10^{2}$ m

37 A 2.0-kilogram object is falling freely near Earth’s surface. What is the magnitude of the gravitational force that Earth exerts on the object?
(1) 20. N (3) 0.20 N
(2) 2.0 N (4) 0.0 N

38 A force of 6.0 newtons changes the momentum of a moving object by 3.0 kilogram•meters per second. How long did the force act on the mass?
(1) 1.0 s (3) 0.25 s
(2) 2.0 s (4) 0.50 s

39 The graph below represents the relationship between the force applied to a spring and spring elongation for four different springs.

```
Force vs. Elongation
```

Which spring has the greatest spring constant?
(1) A (3) C
(2) B (4) D

40 A 3.0-kilogram steel block is at rest on a frictionless horizontal surface. A 1.0-kilogram lump of clay is propelled horizontally at 6.0 meters per second toward the block as shown in the diagram below.

```
Upon collision, the clay and steel block stick together and move to the right with a speed of
(1) 1.5 m/s (3) 3.0 m/s
(2) 2.0 m/s (4) 6.0 m/s
```

41 Which two quantities can be expressed using the same units?
(1) energy and force
(2) impulse and force
(3) momentum and energy
(4) impulse and momentum

42 What is the magnitude of the electric field intensity at a point where a proton experiences an electrostatic force of magnitude $2.30 \times 10^{-25}$ newton?
(1) $3.68 \times 10^{-44}$ N/C (3) $3.68 \times 10^{6}$ N/C
(2) $1.44 \times 10^{-6}$ N/C (4) $1.44 \times 10^{44}$ N/C

43 Pieces of aluminum, copper, gold, and silver wire each have the same length and the same cross-sectional area. Which wire has the lowest resistance at 20°C?
(1) aluminum (3) gold
(2) copper (4) silver
44 A volleyball hit into the air has an initial speed of 10. meters per second. Which vector best represents the angle above the horizontal that the ball should be hit to remain in the air for the greatest amount of time?

(1) \[90.\, ^\circ\] Horizontal
(2) \[60.\, ^\circ\] Horizontal
(3) \[45.\, ^\circ\] Horizontal
(4) \[30.\, ^\circ\] Horizontal

45 A box is pushed to the right with a varying horizontal force. The graph below represents the relationship between the applied force and the distance the box moves.

What is the total work done in moving the box 6.0 meters?

(1) 9.0 J
(2) 18 J
(3) 27 J
(4) 36 J

46 The diagram below represents two pulses approaching each other.

Which diagram best represents the resultant pulse at the instant the pulses are passing through each other?

(1) \[\text{Diagram 1}\]
(2) \[\text{Diagram 2}\]
(3) \[\text{Diagram 3}\]
(4) \[\text{Diagram 4}\]
47 Which graph best represents the relationship between the strength of an electric field and distance from a point charge?

48 A 512-hertz sound wave travels 100. meters to an observer through air at STP. What is the wavelength of this sound wave?

49 Compared to the speed of microwaves in a vacuum, the speed of x rays in a vacuum is

(1) less
(2) greater
(3) the same

50 Which type of photon is emitted when an electron in a hydrogen atom drops from the \( n = 2 \) to the \( n = 1 \) energy level?

(1) ultraviolet
(2) visible light
(3) infrared
(4) radio wave

51 A lithium atom consists of 3 protons, 4 neutrons, and 3 electrons. This atom contains a total of

(1) 9 quarks and 7 leptons
(2) 12 quarks and 6 leptons
(3) 14 quarks and 3 leptons
(4) 21 quarks and 3 leptons
Part B–2

Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (52–60): Record your answers in the spaces provided in your answer booklet.

Base your answers to questions 52 and 53 on the information and diagram below.

A ray of monochromatic light of frequency $5.09 \times 10^{14}$ hertz is traveling from water into medium $X$. The angle of incidence in water is $45^\circ$ and the angle of refraction in medium $X$ is $29^\circ$, as shown.

52 Calculate the absolute index of refraction of medium $X$. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

53 Medium $X$ is most likely what material? [1]

54 The diagram in your answer booklet represents a transverse wave, $A$, traveling through a uniform medium. On the diagram in your answer booklet, draw a wave traveling through the same medium as wave $A$ with twice the amplitude and twice the frequency of wave $A$. [2]

55 Explain the difference between a scalar and a vector quantity. [1]

56 A 10.-kilogram rubber block is pulled horizontally at constant velocity across a sheet of ice. Calculate the magnitude of the force of friction acting on the block. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

57 Determine the frequency of a photon whose energy is $3.00 \times 10^{-19}$ joule. [1]

58 If a proton were to combine with an antiproton, they would annihilate each other and become energy. Calculate the amount of energy that would be released by this annihilation. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]
Base your answers to questions 59 and 60 on the information and diagram below.

A 10.-kilogram block is pushed across a floor by a horizontal force of 50. newtons. The block moves from point A to point B in 3.0 seconds.

59 Using a scale of 1.0 centimeter = 1.0 meter, determine the magnitude of the displacement of the block as it moves from point A to point B. [1]

60 Calculate the power required to move the block from point A to point B in 3.0 seconds. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]
Part C

Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (61–72): Record your answers in the spaces provided in your answer booklet.

Base your answers to questions 61 through 63 on the information and diagram below.

A 3.0-kilogram object is placed on a frictionless track at point A and released from rest. (Assume the gravitational potential energy of the system to be zero at point C.)

61 Calculate the gravitational potential energy of the object at point A. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

62 Calculate the kinetic energy of the object at point B. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

63 Which letter represents the farthest point on the track that the object will reach? [1]

Base your answers to questions 64 through 66 on the information below.

A car on a straight road starts from rest and accelerates at 1.0 meter per second² for 10. seconds. Then the car continues to travel at constant speed for an additional 20. seconds.

64 Determine the speed of the car at the end of the first 10. seconds. [1]

65 On the grid in your answer booklet, use a ruler or straightedge to construct a graph of the car’s speed as a function of time for the entire 30.-second interval. [2]

66 Calculate the distance the car travels in the first 10. seconds. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]
Base your answers to questions 67 through 69 on the passage and data table below.

The net force on a planet is due primarily to the other planets and the Sun. By taking into account all the forces acting on a planet, investigators calculated the orbit of each planet.

A small discrepancy between the calculated orbit and the observed orbit of the planet Uranus was noted. It appeared that the sum of the forces on Uranus did not equal its mass times its acceleration, unless there was another force on the planet that was not included in the calculation. Assuming that this force was exerted by an unobserved planet, two scientists working independently calculated where this unknown planet must be in order to account for the discrepancy. Astronomers pointed their telescopes in the predicted direction and found the planet we now call Neptune.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass of the Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of Uranus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of Neptune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean distance of Uranus to the Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean distance of Neptune to the Sun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

67 What fundamental force is the author referring to in this passage as a force between planets? \[1\]

68 The diagram below represents Neptune, Uranus, and the Sun in a straight line. Neptune is $1.63 \times 10^{12}$ meters from Uranus.

![Diagram of Sun, Uranus, and Neptune](Not drawn to scale)

Calculate the magnitude of the interplanetary force of attraction between Uranus and Neptune at this point. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] \[2\]

69 The magnitude of the force the Sun exerts on Uranus is $1.41 \times 10^{21}$ newtons. Explain how it is possible for the Sun to exert a greater force on Uranus than Neptune exerts on Uranus. \[1\]
A student standing on a dock observes a piece of wood floating on the water as shown below. As a water wave passes, the wood moves up and down, rising to the top of a wave crest every 5.0 seconds.

70 Calculate the frequency of the passing water waves. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

71 Calculate the speed of the water waves. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]

72 The diagram below shows two resistors, $R_1$ and $R_2$, connected in parallel in a circuit having a 120-volt power source. Resistor $R_1$ develops 150 watts and resistor $R_2$ develops an unknown power. Ammeter A in the circuit reads 0.50 ampere.

Calculate the amount of charge passing through resistor $R_2$ in 60. seconds. [Show all work, including the equation and substitution with units.] [2]
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Part B–2

52

53

54

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Particle Displacement (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Raters’ Initials:
Rater 1 ............ Rater 2 ............
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Part C

Speed vs. Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>